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Stress is a normal part of life. As awful as it may feel sometimes, it’s important to remember that it’s 
there for a reason and serves an important purpose: keeping us alive. In fact, your body and stress 
cycles have done an excellent job of that because you are here reading this today. (And I’m so happy 
that you are!) Sometimes, however, our bodies don’t recognize that the threat is over, which means 
that the stress stays activated inside of us. Not only does this feel bad, it’s actually very unhealthy 
and harmful if it persists for too long.  
 
Think about it this way: if you’re being chased by a lion, your body is adapted to keep you in a state 
of stress until you have either run far enough away that the lion lost interest or you have gotten to 
your village and killed the lion. Either way, crisis averted, your body returns to normal. The thing is, 
our body can’t tell the difference between a lion and a pandemic, and the problem with a pandemic is 
that you can’t actually see the threat or tell when you’re safe. Cue the ongoing stress response.  
 
Luckily, even though we can’t get rid of the stressor (the pandemic), there are tangible ways that we 
can end the stress cycles in our bodies as they arise: 
 

1) Physical Activity – your first line of defence against the stress cycle. Note that this does not 
necessarily mean a hardcore workout to the point of exhaustion. Just moving your body, 
elevating your heart rate, and getting your muscles working can be enough.  

2) Breathing – likely the most accessible tactic on this list, it’s a great option for when you’re 
in a situation when you can’t do any of the other things listed to take the edge off until you 
can get out of the stressful environment. One simple breathing exercise: breathe in and count 
to five, hold your breath for a count of five, breathe out for a count of ten, hold your breath 
for a count of five. Do this 3-5 times and see if you feel a difference.  

3) Positive Social Interaction – casual but friendly social interaction gives our body the cue 
that we are in a safe space. This can be as simple as remarking that it is a nice day to the 
person bagging our groceries or complimenting someone’s outfit in passing. Just connecting 
with another human being in a small but meaningful way is powerful. 

4) Laughter – I’m not talking about polite, social laughter. I mean big, robust belly laughs that 
make you snort and tear up and double over helplessly. This is an ancient evolutionary 
system developed by mammals to regulate emotions and create/maintain social bonds. 

5) Affection – when none of the above are quite doing the trick, try finding a person you love 
and trust (not necessarily romantically) and give them a nice long hug. Stand, each holding 
your own centre of gravity (neither of you leaning on one another), and hug each other firmly 
for a good 20 seconds, or until you feel your body relax. This is another physical cue to your 
body that the threat has passed and you are safe with those you love. 

6) Cry – turn on your favourite tearjerker movie, grab a box of Kleenex, and let loose. Going 
through the emotion with the characters helps your body to go through it too.  

7) Creative Expression – sing, dance, write, draw, mould, whatever calls to you. It doesn’t 
have to be about anything painful, just let yourself create freely however feels natural in the 
moment.  


